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A
fter decades of being the only game in town, bar code technology

now faces some stiff competition. With heavyweights like

Wal-Mart, Microsoft and Proctor & Gamble all championing

an emerging technology, a revolution seems certain. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has

already begun complementing, replacing and, in some cases,

going giant steps beyond bar coding capabilities. 

RFID uses a system of tags, antennae, controllers and

computers. Inside the tag is a chip that stores information and communicates via radio frequency

to one or more antennae. In turn, each antenna communicates to a controller device that manages

the communication between the antenna and the computer or server. 

What makes RFID far more dimensional than bar coding is the levels of informational needs it

can address. For example, an RFID tag can either store information to simply identify its carrier, or it may

allow additional information to be written to it as flows through a process, such as an assembly line.

With bar coding, the actual code must fall within the line-of-sight of the reader to be picked

up, which can be inconvenient. Plus, if less than ideal environmental conditions are present, the

system may not work at all. RFID technology has neither of these restrictions. Furthermore,

depending on the frequency chosen, the distance from which the tag may be read and written to

can range from an inch to well over 100 feet.

Leading this wave of new technology in Indiana is Premier Solutions, Inc., a technology

consulting firm headquartered in Indianapolis. Premier Solutions offers RFflexLiNE, an RFID

assembly-line communications system.

“The basis for RFID technology has been around for over 50 years,” says Kevin McLaurin, the

RFID practice leader for Premier Solutions. “In World War II, the U.S. military was mistakenly

shooting down its own planes, so RFID was installed on the planes so a bounce back would

occur to alert the military if the plane was a friend or foe.

“In the private sector, RFID moved first into manufacturing, then on to security and access

control. Now, in the last year or two, we’ve seen it start to move into supply chain and retail,

which is where we see most of the growth,” McLaurin adds.

RFflexLiNE and manufacturing
Premiere Solutions developed its first RFID model six years ago. Three years later it launched

the commercial version, now known as RFflexLiNE.

“That product builds a bridge between a manufacturing

execution system and the programmable logic controllers

that actually controls and runs the electrical equipment

on the line,” explains Eric Tinsley, CEO of Premier

Solutions. “It hides all of the complexities of doing

the communications between the different stations on

an assembly line and the PLC programmer. It makes

things simple, easy and flexible.”

Typically, the RFflexLiNE is used for quality control,

machine control and assembly routing, as well as actually

configuring the line set at a station for a particular product.

For example, an engine has on it a RFID tag that

contains all of the information needed to build that

engine – what model it is, who the customer is, what all the

settings are, what quality settings to use, etc. So no

matter how the engines are rearranged on the line, it
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is always known what is

supposed to be done with

each engine.

“The idea is if, as you go

along the complex assembly

process, you run out of parts

for that particular model,

you pull those engines off,

and you keep building

other engines. When

you’ve got the parts, you

put those engines back on. Meanwhile,

the whole process keeps going, and you

don’t miss a beat,” Tinsley states.

This is not the case at all with traditional

assembly-line systems. “Everything must be kept

in sequence as it is built. If you stopped at one engine to take it

out, the system would think all the ones behind it were the wrong

engines because you would be out of sequence,” Tinsley notes.

High-end, assembly-line manufacturers, such as automakers

Toyota, Ford and Chrysler are all currently using RFID in various ways. 

Feedback from RFFlexLiNE’s main customer in Europe has

been outstanding. “The quote was ‘It’s the most reliable system

on our manufacturing floor,’ ” McLaurin shares.

Tags and information
One of the first questions to answer

for a company installing RFID is what

type of tags to use. Tags come in all sizes

and shapes, depending on the application

requirements. Based on the needed scope,

either passive or active tags are used. 

“In manufacturing, active tags are in

place with our product because typically

they house more information than passive

tags,” Tinsley explains. “If you’re needing

higher frequencies, an active tag can send

out a signal saying I’m here, I’m here, whereas

a passive tag always has to wait for the

antenna to come and actually excite the

tag. All of the power comes from the

antenna when you’re using passive tags.”

As a rule of thumb, if a company’s

top objective with the tags is to store a lot

of information, active tags, which can store

in excess of 32,000 bytes of information,

are the solution. The only drawback with

these tags is size. 

“By the nature of the design, an active

tag is going to be larger because you have

to have a place for a battery, which powers

the tag’s information chip,” McLaurin clarifies.

Some active tags allow the battery to be

replaced while other tags must be replaced

when the battery runs out, which is generally

within seven to 10 years.

Passive tags vary more in look and size,

based on the desired durability. “Say you are

looking to put a tag within a label, which is

then attached to a product. You can’t put

a battery there, too,” Tinsley says. “Passive

tags can take a lot of abuse and are

extremely heat-protected. They can

take such diverse forms as the head

of a bolt or a wristband.”

Retail
Interest in RFID technology extends well beyond

manufacturing. Retail giant Wal-Mart is leading its industry in

the promotion of RFID. In June, Wal-Mart announced a mandate

to its top 100 suppliers: have all product cases tagged with

RFID by January 1, 2005. 

“Wal-Mart is excited by the capability of the RFID gateway

antenna for warehouses and stockrooms,” Tinsley remarks.

“With the gateway antenna, everything on a palette no

longer has to be unpacked and scanned with a red-eye gun

because the antenna can read what’s on all of the tags. Think

about the difference between taking 100 boxes off a truck and

Passive tags (background) come in a variety of shapes

and sizes and can be read with a hand-held device

(background, top). An active tag (foreground) is

bulkier and has less form variation because it

must include a battery.
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then logging them in, one at a

time, versus just having the truck

drive through a gateway antenna.

It’s a huge improvement.”

Locally, one retailer that has

also expressed enthusiasm over

RFID features is Galyan’s Trading

Company. Headquartered in

Plainfield, Galyan’s in the midst

of a successful RFID pilot program

with Premier Solutions. 

The sports and outdoor

company was looking for a better

way to handle its inventory of guns.

Galyan’s procedure has been a monthly stock assessment at each of its 45 stores, taking two

employees two to three hours per location.

“One monthly firearms audit costs us $54,000,” says Denny Feldman, senior vice president

and general merchandise manager of outdoor equipment with Galyan’s. “Plus, we wanted to be

able to access inventory information on a more timely basis than once a month. Loss of a gun is

something that we need to know, whether it’s through internal theft or a gun not being properly

logged out.”

The pilot program at Galyan’s, which included one location, has been an amazing success,

according to Feldman.

“Now, on a daily basis, we can match the ID numbers to the guns with the push of a button,”

Feldman praises. “All of the information is transmitted via a hand-held device and it’s quicker

and easier than with manpower painstakingly accounting for each one.”

The intention for Galyan’s is to take the RFID technology to their stores across the board,

perhaps in the future even expanding it to all inventory, especially very fast-selling, high-ticket

items that have the lowest margins. 

“Shrink is a natural thing for retail, so we do cycle counts to check inventory,” Feldman explains.

“We need to be accurate with our replenishment needs, and RFID is an excellent means to ensure that.”

This “smart-shelf technology” of RFID means anything that gets put on or taken off of a shelf

gets read. “That will really improve inventory control. You will even know what’s put on the wrong

shelf. You just can’t do this stuff with bar codes because of the line-of-sight issues,” Tinsley contends.

The same principle can also be applied to libraries and video stores. “Books not put back in

their proper place could be found right away and made available. Meanwhile, if a customer comes

to the cashier at a video store looking for a specific movie, what’s in the drop box will automatically

be pulled up on the screen and ready for rental,” McLaurin offers.

Decade outlook
So where will RFID technology be found by 2010? 

“The progression with RFID in the near future is going to be at the palette or inventory level.

We’ll then see it at the box level, and once all that’s proven sound and the prices of the tags and

equipment, plus the general education, continue to improve, RFID will then make its way to the

actual item level,” McLaurin predicts. 

According to Tinsley, a lack of standards had been an impediment to RFID becoming widespread

across many industries, but that’s in the past.

“An important initiative called the Auto ID Standard recently came out with the EPC or Electronic

Product Code Standard so companies can now build their products around that,” he explains.

The similarity between EPC and the current UPC, Universal Price Code, is no mistake, says

Tinsley. “EPC could definitely become as big as the UPC labeling is now. Starting with this year

and over the next seven years I see RFID making tremendous strides. It’s going to be phenomenal.”
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Resources: Premier Solutions at (317) 630-3140 or www.premiersi.com

Denny Feldman, Galyan’s Trading Company, at (317) 532-0200
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The RFID/RF tag, housing the information chip, communicates via radio frequency with the antenna.

The antenna then communicates to a controller device that manages the communication between

the antenna and the PLC, PC or server.


